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Smart Rugby Project Comes to an End

The Smart Rugby project, coordinated by the Galician Rugby Federation (Galicia, Spain),

with partners Associação de Rugby do Norte (Porto, Portugal), ASC Rugby Cluj Junior

(Cluj- Napoca, Romania), Muralla Rugby Club (Lugo, Spain) and RFC Sumi XV (Cortegada,

Spain), is getting to an end.

After 2 years of research and development, the project, carried out by partners from 3

different European countries (Spain, Portugal and Romania) culminated with the

presentation and publication of the Smart Rugby Guide, which compiles all the

knowledge acquired at transnational level during these 2 years.

The official presentation of the Smart Rugby Guide took place last October 22nd during

the IX Lugo Rugby Schools Gathering and is available for download in 4 languages

(Spanish, Portuguese,Romanian and English) on the project website.

https://smartrugbyeu.wordpress.com/u12-rugby-toolkit/


The main objective of this project was the elaboration, development and

implementation of educational and training tools through rugby as grassroot sport for

the personal, social and professional development of children under 12, using rugby as a

vehicle for the transfer of these competences, as it is the field of action of all the

institutions involved in this project.

Although the project comes to an end on 31 December 2022, it will keep living through

the Smart Rugby U12 guide which will remain available for free download on the project's

website and social media (Facebook andTwitter).

The Smart Rugby team would like to thank everyone who contributed in one way or

another to the SmartRugby Guide. Thank you to all the clubs, parents, coaches, teachers,

volunteers, schools, etc. Without your help and dedication the project would not have

been possible.

Erasmus+ is a European Union programme that supports education, training, youth and

sport in Europe. It has a budget of €14.7 billion and aims to give more than 4 million

Europeans the opportunity to study, train and gain experience abroad.

The EACEA (Education, Audiovisual and Culture Executive Agency) received 1107

applications for the 2020 call and 315 projects were selected for funding.
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E-mail: smartrugby.eu@gmail.com
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